Evolution or Creation
The Great Debate

The quest to understand where
we have come from has been
the challenge to mankind down
through the centuries.
The arguments continue on
today, between scientist and
theologians; in the pub and in
the workplace.
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One would think that with the
advance of knowledge through
science and astronomy we would
be much closer to the answer.
It seems however that with each
advance we see how much
bigger the mystery is.
Recently it was reported that a
doctor who has been studying
DNA apologised in a newspaper
article that where he had always
believed there is no God,
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but came to the conclusion
that because of the
complexity of the DNA strand,
we have not come about by
accident or evolution. With
the advances in astronomy,
we now know that our world
is so tiny amongst the
hugeness of the universe, it
wouldn’t even be spotted
amongst the millions of stars
in the Milky Way.
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Our own efforts of exploration
of space, hailed to be great
steps forward, could in fact
be likened to going down to
the end of our road and
having a look round and going
home again without seeing
how much more there is to
explore of our amazing and
wonderful planet.

Evolutionists talk of the world
evolving over many millions
of years, but interestingly,
our known history of
civilisation only seems to go
back around five or six
thousand years which
amazingly ties in with the
Bible’s account of creation.

On the other hand, if there were
a creator, wouldn’t it be a good
thing if we could ask Him for
the answer.
In the Bible, Jesus says “Ask
and it will be given you,
seek and you will find,
knock and it will be
opened to you”.
Its called prayer.
Ask Jesus to be your Savior.
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